Alternative subclinical mastitis traits for genetic evaluation in dairy cattle.
Chronic subclinical mastitis (SCM), characterized by changes in milk composition and high somatic cell count (SCC) in milk for a prolonged period of time, is often caused by a bacterial infection. Different levels of SCC have been suggested and used as threshold to identify subclinical infection. The aim of this study was to examine different definitions of SCM based on test-day SCC and estimate genetic parameters for these traits and their genetic correlation to milk production. Test-day SCC records from 1,209,128 Norwegian Red cows in lactation 1 to 3 were analyzed. Twelve SCM traits were defined as binary with 2 test-day SCC in a row above SCC thresholds from 50,000 to 400,000 cells/mL (SCM50, SCM100, SCM150, SCM200, SCM250, SCM300, SCM350, and SCM400), with 3 test-day SCC in a row above 200,000 and 400,000 cells/mL (SCM200_3 and SCM400_3), and the number of days before the first case with SCM50 (D50) or SCM400 (D400). The heritability and genetic correlations were estimated for SCM traits and the mean lactation-average somatic cell score (LSCS) using linear animal repeatability models. The total mean frequency of SCM ranged from 1.2% to 51.8%, for different trait definitions, high for low SCC threshold (SCM50) and low for the highest SCC threshold (SCM400_3). For the 2 traits based on number of days, the mean values were 104 (D50) and 117 (D400) days. The mean LSCS was 4.4 (equivalent to around 82,000 SCC). Heritabilities for the 12 alternative SCM traits were low and varied from 0.01 (SCM400_3) to 0.1 (SCM100), whereas for LSCS the estimated heritability was 0.3 and standard error varied from 0.001 to 0.003. Genetic correlations among the SCM traits ranged from 0.7 (D50 and SCM400) to 1 (SCM350 and SCM400), whereas between SCM traits and milk production the correlation ranged from 0.07 (LSCS) to 0.3 (D400). The standard error for genetic correlations varied from 0.001 to 0.06. The heritability was low and the genetic correlations were strong among SCM traits. Genetic correlations lower than 1 suggest that the alternative SCM traits are genetically different from LSCS, the trait currently used in genetic evaluations for Norwegian Red. Hence, the alternative traits will add information and improve breeding for better udder health.